Tryptophan at position 104 is involved in transforming light signal into changes of beta-sheet structure for the signaling state in the BLUF domain of AppA.
AppA is a member of an FAD-based new class blue-light sensory protein known as sensor of blue light using FAD (BLUF) protein. The spectroscopic properties of an AppA BLUF domain (AppA126), in which the tryptophan residue at position 104 had been replaced with alanine (W104A), were characterized. The W104A mutant AppA126 showed a nearly normal absorption red shift in the FAD UV-visible absorption upon illumination; however, the light state relaxed to the dark state at a rate approximately 150 times faster than that of wild-type AppA126. Light-induced structural changes of FAD and apoprotein in the wild-type and mutant AppA126 were studied by means of light-induced Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy using AppA126, in which the apoprotein had been selectively labeled with 13C. The light-induced FTIR spectrum of the W104A mutant AppA126 revealed bands corresponding to a C4 = O stretch of the FAD isoalloxazine ring and structural changes of apoprotein, but with some alterations in the bands' features. Notably, however, prominent protein bands at 1,632(+)/1,619(-) cm(-1) caused by changes in the beta-sheet structure were eliminated by the mutation, indicating that Trp104 is responsible for transforming the light signal into a specific beta-sheet structure change in the apoprotein of the AppA BLUF domain in the signaling state.